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The Leipa group produces at their site “Schwedt Werk Süd” in the North-East of Germany 
with 3 paper machines PM1, PM3 and PM4 annually 700.00 t LWC and linerboard. In Leipa’s 
“Werk Nord”, also in Schwedt, the PM11 produces 270.000 t of newspaper for the UPM 
group, until 2017, when this machine will be rebuilt for 450.000 t p.a. linerboard production 
and renamed to PM5. 
 
Though having different machines in operation certain similarities are to be seen. About 60% 
of all that machinery exists out of rolls, which have the duty to carry the paper on direct or 
indirect basis through the entire manufacturing process. Direct means here that the paper 
sheet is in contact with the rolls surface like in the press, on a dryer can or in the calender. In 
indirect contact the sheet is carried without touch like e.g. on wire or dryer guide rolls. 
 
According to the different roll types and their positions in the paper machine the demands on 
their function and surface design vary on a broad range. In general, the two main requests in 
terms of corrosion and wear resistance apply to every roll type and position. Further on, 
certain surface conditions beyond have established as being very import functional 
characters for influencing efficiency of the paper production. Well known is the sheet release 
property of a press roll surface, which can influence the open draw and, thus the machine 
speed significantly. Not that much known yet, but pushing forward, are ceramic coatings on 
wire drive and guide rolls, which give a much longer run time versus rubber covers, help 
saving water and generate longer life of the wire fabric. Similar potential are to be seen in the 
dryer section and the calender. 
 
The presentation will discuss in selected examples the optimization on roll and cylinder 
surfaces on different machine positions at Leipa Schwedt and their effect on the production 
efficiency.  

 


